GeoBlue offers health plans that power intellectually curious travelers in every corner of the world. Our premier products address the unique needs of the higher education market and provide the necessary solutions:

- Unmatched benefits and services
- Elite doctors and hospitals
- Advanced technology

Traditional health insurance covers members only in their home country. When a member of your institution embarks on international travel, they need insurance that covers them wherever they go. GeoBlue provides plans that give our members access to elite healthcare providers all around the world, plus world-class service available 24/7, and online and mobile tools that help members address health issues as soon as they arise.

GeoBlue is the trade name of Worldwide Insurance Services, LLC (Worldwide Services Insurance Agency, LLC in California and New York), an independent licensee of the Blue Cross and Blue Shield Association. GeoBlue is the administrator of coverage provided under insurance policies issued in the District of Columbia by 4 Ever Life International Limited, Bermuda, an independent licensee of the Blue Cross Blue Shield Association.

This coverage is offered to the members of the Global Citizens Association, Washington, D.C.
**A one-call solution for any issue**

With GeoBlue, members get concierge-level service, meaning it’s prompt and easy to get care when they need it, wherever they are. Global services are available 24/7/365 to assist members with anything from arranging direct pay, coordinating evacuations or getting the proper follow up care.

For administrators, GeoBlue is readily available to help you assist your students with any question, problem or concern whether it’s related to the expected or unexpected.

**Access to elite doctors and hospitals**

While student travelers visit new global locales they’ll have access to more than 7,000 hand-picked international medical providers in 190 countries. Our healthcare providers, including physicians and dentists, speak English and are Western-trained, so you can be sure your student is comfortable with the care they receive.

GeoBlue works closely with our network of providers who bill us directly so members don’t have to worry about out-of-pocket expenses during care—whether it’s inpatient or outpatient.

**Advanced technology for a superior mobile experience**

The GeoBlue mobile app puts our concierge-level service right in the hands of our members. They can manage their health from anywhere by searching for healthcare providers, setting up direct pay and providing proof of coverage. They can also use the translation tool to help schedule a doctor visit or ensure they’re getting the right dose of the right medication. With the app, members can also view security profiles and read travel alerts to make their journey safer.

**Additional Services Included in GeoBlue Student Plans**

GeoBlue members enjoy a comprehensive assistance program that provides the support necessary to help students, parents/guardians, and administrators feel confident in any situation.

**Evacuation Services**

When a member is in a medical situation that requires an evacuation, GeoBlue will coordinate all the emergency services with the help of our global partners and Regional Physician Advisors. With the support of this medical team, we can overcome obstacles and limitations to ensure members get the highest level of care. In the event of a political event or natural disaster, GeoBlue will engage the resources of our security partner, Drum Cussac, to arrange evacuation and supporting services. Drum Cussac is a leading international risk management advisor responding to up-to-the minute reliable information, analysis and intelligence to help make informed decisions and operate with confidence in any situation around the globe.

**Global Safety Intelligence**

GeoBlue’s unsurpassed online and mobile resources promote personal safety by giving members convenient access to vitally important tools and news. This information includes daily alerts detailing the latest security and health issues in specific destinations. It also provides country and city profiles on crime, terrorism and natural disasters.

For more information on the GeoBlue Study Abroad plans, contact us:

studentsales@geo-blue.com
610.254.8704
https://geobluestudents.com
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